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ADVISOR 2.1: A User-Friendly Advanced
Powertrain Simulation Using a Combined

Backward/Forward Approach
Keith B. Wipke, Matthew R. Cuddy, and Steven D. Burch

Abstract—ADVISOR 2.1 is the latest version of the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory’s advanced vehicle simulator. It
was first developed in 1994 to support the U.S. Department
of Energy hybrid propulsion system program and is designed
to be accurate, fast, flexible, easily sharable, and easy to use.
This paper presents the model, focusing on its combination
of forward- and backward-facing simulation approaches, and
evaluates the model in terms of its design goals. ADVISOR
predicts acceleration time to within 0.7% and energy use on
the demanding US06 to within 0.6% for an underpowered series
hybrid vehicle (0–100 km/h in 20 s). ADVISOR simulates vehicle
performance on standard driving cycles between 2.6 and 8.0 times
faster than a representative forward-facing vehicle model. Due in
large part to ADVISOR’s powerful graphical user interface and
Web presence, over 800 users have downloaded ADVISOR from
45 different countries. Many of these users have contributed their
own component data to the ADVISOR library.

Index Terms—Backward-facing simulator, component sizing,
forward-facing simulator, fuel economy, hybrid electric vehicle
(HEV), optimization, simulation algorithms, vehicle simulation.

SYMBOLS

Force, N.
Current, A.
Rotational inertia, kg-m.
Mass, kg.
Power, W.
Radius, m.
(Simulation) time, s.
Vehicle speed, m/s.
Voltage, V.
Torque, N-m.
Rotational speed, s .

SUBSCRIPTS

Actual.
Available or possible given the drivetrain limits.
Associated with the motor controller.
Subject to a component performance limit.
Computed from component performance map.
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Associated with the motor or motor/controller set.
Computed in the previous time step.
Required.
Associated with the wheel or wheel and axle.

I. INTRODUCTION

A DVISOR was first developed in November 1994. Its
main purpose was to help manage the U.S. Department

of Energy’s (DOE) hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) program
subcontracts by facilitating our understanding of the technical
challenges inherent in the design of high-efficiency HEV’s.
ADVISOR uses drivetrain component performance to estimate
fuel economy and emissions on given cycles as well as
maximum-effort acceleration capability. It is fundamentally
an empirical model.

A. Model Design

In accordance with ADVISOR’s mission as an analysis
tool to support the U.S. DOE hybrid program, we designed
ADVISOR to meet certain goals. It needed to be:

1) accurate, allowing meaningful comparison of different
drivetrain configurations;

2) fast, allowing high-speed analysis of vehicles and design
space investigations, such as multidimensional paramet-
ric studies and optimization;

3) flexible, allowing us to evaluate vehicles with various
control strategies and combinations of components;

4) publicly available, allowing us to share it with potential
collaborators and also to foster hev development and
understanding among the public;

5) capable of modeling vehicles of any type: conventional,
electric, series hybrid, or parallel hybrid;

6) easy to use, even for those without detailed knowledge
of vehicle modeling.

Vehicle simulators existing in 1994 were considered for use
before ADVISOR was developed [1]–[3]. Existing simulators
were available to NREL only as executable code. Lack of
access to the source code prevented the implementation of
new, unique control strategies and new vehicle configurations
with these tools. Also, existing codes were not designed
to fully simulate parallel HEV’s or conventional-drivetrain
vehicles.

To best meet our design goals, we chose to develop a hy-
brid backward/forward-facing vehicle simulator in the MAT-
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LAB/Simulink environment. MATLAB/Simulink was chosen
for its nearly self-documenting graphical programming envi-
ronment and its wide acceptance by researchers in academia
and industry. ADVISOR’s hybrid modeling approach was cho-
sen for its combination of the qualities of the two approaches:
high-speed execution and good prediction of maximum effort
accelerations (and other component-limited conditions). For
reference, the two main vehicle simulation approaches are de-
scribed below, followed by an in-depth discussion of NREL’s
hybrid approach.

1) Generic Backward-Facing Approach:Vehicle simula-
tors using a backward-facing approach answer the question
“Assuming the vehicle met the required trace, how must each
component perform?” No model of driver behavior is required
in such models. Instead, the force required to accelerate the
vehicle through the time step is calculated directly from the
required speed trace. The required force is then translated
into a torque (often by assuming some efficiency) that must
be provided by the component directly upstream, and the
vehicle’s linear speed is likewise translated into a required
rotational speed. Component by component, this calculation
approach carries backward through the drivetrain, against the
tractive power flow direction, until the fuel use or electrical
energy use that would be necessary to meet the trace is
computed.

The backward-facing approach is convenient because au-
tomotive drivetrain components tend to be tested so that a
table of efficiency or loss versus output torque and speed is
developed. This means that a straightforward calculation can
determine a component’s efficiency and allow the calculation
to progress. The explicit nature of the efficiency/loss calcula-
tion also allows very simple integration routines (i.e., Euler)
to be used with relatively large time steps on the order of 1 s.
Thus, simulations using the backward-facing approach tend to
execute quickly.

Weaknesses of the backward-facing approach come from
its assumption that the trace is met and from the use of
efficiency or loss maps. Because the backward-facing approach
assumes that the trace is met, this approach is not well suited
to computing best-effort performance, such as occurs when
the accelerations of the speed trace exceed the capabilities of
the drivetrain. Also, because efficiency maps are generally pro-
duced by steady-state testing, dynamic effects are not included
in the maps or in the backward-facing model’s estimate of
energy use. A related limitation of the backward-facing model
is that it does not deal in the quantities measurable in a vehicle.
For example, control signals like throttle and brake position
are absent from the model, further hindering dynamic system
simulation and control system development.

2) Forward-Facing Approach:Vehicle simulators that use
a forward-facing approach include a driver model, which
considers the required speed and the present speed to develop
appropriate throttle and brake commands [often through a
proportional–integral (PI) controller]. The throttle command
is then translated into a torque provided by the engine (and/or
motor) and an energy use rate. The torque provided by the
engine is input to the transmission model, which transforms
the torque according to the transmission’s efficiency and gear

ratio. In turn, the computed torque is passed forward through
the drivetrain, in the direction of the physical power flow in
the vehicle, until it results in a tractive force at the tire/road
interface. The resultant acceleration is computed from

where includes the effect of rotational inertias
in the drivetrain.

The forward-facing approach is particularly desirable for
hardware development and detailed control simulation. Be-
cause forward-facing models deal in quantities measurable
in a physical drivetrain such as control signals and true
torques (not torque “requirements”), vehicle controllers can be
developed and tested effectively in simulations. Also, dynamic
models can be included naturally in a forward-facing vehicle
model. Finally, the forward-facing approach is well suited to
the calculation of maximum effort accelerations, as they are
essentially wide-open throttle events.

The major weakness of the forward-facing approach is its
simulation speed. Drivetrain power calculations rely on the
vehicle states, including drivetrain component speeds that are
computed by integration. Therefore, higher order integration
schemes using relatively small time steps are necessary to
provide stable and accurate simulation results.

In the following section, ADVISOR’s backward-facing and
forward-facing elements are described, focusing on the re-
lationship between the two. Next, ADVISOR (including its
relatively new graphical user interface [GUI]) is evaluated in
the context of the design goals.

II. NREL’S BACKWARD/FORWARD DRIVETRAIN MODEL

ADVISOR uses a hybrid backward/forward approach that
is closely related to the strictly backward-facing approach
discussed above. ADVISOR’s approach is unique in the way
it handles the component performance limits in its backward-
facing stream of calculations and in the addition of a simple
forward-facing stream of calculations. The two overriding
assumptions that describe ADVISOR’s combination of the
backward-facing and forward-facing approaches are as fol-
lows.

1) No drivetrain component will require more torque or
power from its upstream neighbor than it can use.

2) A component is as efficient in the forward-facing calcu-
lations as it was computed to be in the backward-facing
calculations.

The role of these assumptions is highlighted in the discus-
sion of ADVISOR’s simulation approach below.

Fig. 1 shows the top level of ADVISOR’s series HEV
model, programmed in the MATLAB/Simulink environment.
Arrows indicate data flow; boxes represent data processing
elements or groups thereof. For example, the box labeled
“gearbox” contains all data processing elements, such as “sum”
and “product” blocks and lookup tables, necessary to model
the vehicle’s single- or multispeed gearbox. Arrows feeding
data from left to right, such as the arrow going from the
“motor/controller” block to the “power bus” block, are gen-
erally part of the backward-facing part of the model, passing
torque, speed, and power requirements up the drivetrain. The
arrows that loop back to pass data from right to left, such as
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Fig. 1. ADVISOR’s series HEV block diagram’s top level.

the arrow from the “motor/controller” to the “gearbox” block,
are part of the forward-facing part of the model, transmitting
available torque, force, speed, and electrical power through
the drivetrain. Each block references MATLAB data, such as
a loss or efficiency table, that describes the performance of
the appropriate component.

To illustrate the way ADVISOR’s backward- and forward-
facing parts relate to each other, we consider the simulation
of a hypothetical series HEV’s maximum effort acceleration
using ADVISOR 2.1. This will make an interesting and
appropriate example because ADVISOR is unique in the way
it handles drivetrain performance limits, and the drivetrain
will always be operating at its limit during the maximum-
effort acceleration. ADVISOR describes a maximum-effort
acceleration by a 322-km/h step, assuming that this is a
greater speed than the vehicle will ever reach. Below, we step
through ADVISOR’s calculation paths—first the “required”
values of the variables (backward-facing results) and then the
“available” values (forward-facing results).

A. Backward-Facing Calculation Path

The left-most block in Fig. 1’s chain of drivetrain compo-
nents is labeled “drive cycle.” This is the point at which the
required speed versus time trace data is input to the simulation.
The vehicle and component data defined by text files in the
database are referenced in the appropriate component model.
For example, all motor performance data are referenced in the
“motor/controller” block.

The “drive cycle” block transmits the required speed trace to
the “vehicle” block. The “vehicle” block includes no drivetrain
performance limits and straightforwardly uses the required
trace to compute the average tractive force and average speed
required over the time step. These requirements are passed
from the “vehicle” block to the “wheel/axle” block via the
lead that connects the two in Fig. 1.

The “wheel/axle” block includes the transformation of force
and linear speed to torque and rotational speed and the
effects of tire slip, wheel and axle bearing drag, and wheel
and axle rotational inertia. Only the tire slip model includes
performance limits and therefore merits further discussion.

Fig. 2. Required tractive force:Freq; required to meet trace;Freq;lim;

subject to tire traction limits.

The tire slip model relates weight on the tire, longitudinal
force, vehicle speed, and slip in an equation or set of tables,
where

slip (1)

(A complete list of symbols is included at the beginning of
the paper.) The current model uses a fairly simple relationship
that neglects the effect of vehicle speed. However, a model
under development implements the full “magic tire” equation
[4], [5], which would include this effect.

The tire slip is limited to some maximum value, and this in
turn limits the transmissible tractive force. Using vehicle loss
parameter information borrowed from the “vehicle” block, the
required speed is limited according to the acceleration possible
with the traction-limited force. ADVISOR solves the following
equations simultaneously at the maximum slip condition to
determine the maximum force and acceleration:

(2)

(3)

As shown in Fig. 2, the tractive force required to meet the
trace peaks at roughly 2.1 10 N, coincident with the step
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Fig. 3. Required and actual vehicle speed.

in the trace speed, and then falls off as the vehicle accelerates
to approach the trace. (Fig. 3 shows the calculated vehicle
speed.) The maximum tractive force the tires can transmit is
constant at roughly 1.2 10 N.

Fig. 3 shows the various required vehicle speeds in the
model. The required trace that is output by the “drive cycle”
block is shown as The average speed required over the
time step that is output by the “vehicle” block is shown as
The influence of the tire slip model can be seen by comparing

with which is the vehicle speed possible given
the tire’s traction limit. Finally, is the vehicle’s actual
speed, shown here for reference. Note that the actual vehicle
speed is lower than the tire limit because in this example it is
limited by the components “upstream” of it.

With tire slip limits enforced, the required wheel speed is
calculated as follows:

slip (4)

Required torque input to the axle is computed by summing
the torque required to provide the necessary average tractive
force, the torque required to overcome bearing losses and brake
drag, and the torque required to accelerate the wheels’ and
axles’ rotational inertia

(5)

The “wheel/axle” block sends its torque and speed re-
quirements to the “final drive” block, which includes no
limits and straightforwardly transforms the torque and speed
requirements with its gear ratio and torque loss. The next
in line in Fig. 1, the “gearbox” block, likewise includes no
performance limits. After transforming the torque and speed
required of it, the “gearbox” passes the requirements upstream
to the “motor/controller” block.

The next section will focus on the motor and motor con-
troller model because it enforces a number of performance lim-
its, and is perhaps the component model most representative of
ADVISOR’s hybrid backward/forward approach. Although the
motor is not the end of the line of backward-facing calculations
in ADVISOR, it will be the most “upstream” component
discussed in this paper. Discussion of the components fur-

ther upstream such as the energy storage system would not
significantly further illuminate ADVISOR’s unique approach.

B. Details of Motor and Motor Controller

The top half of ADVISOR’s motor/controller model, shown
in Fig. 4 in the dashed box, is dedicated to the backward-facing
part of the simulation. The required output torque and speed
are input at the top left-hand corner of the block diagram, and
the required input power is output at the top right-hand corner.

Three different performance limits are enforced in the
backward-facing part of the “motor/controller” block. The
required speed is limited to the motor’s maximum speed. The
required torque is limited to the difference between the motor’s
maximum torque at the limited speed and the torque required
to overcome the rotor inertia. The limited torque and speed are
then used to interpolate in the motor/controller’s input power
map. Finally, the interpolated input power is limited by the
motor controller’s maximum current limit. This behavior is
described in the following:

(6)

where

(7)

where is the functional relationship described by the motor
map

(8)

and

(9)

where is the functional relationship described by the mo-
tor’s torque envelope. For cases where the vehicle missed the
required trace by more than 1.6 km/h in the previous time step,

is replaced in (7) and (8) and in the function
evaluation in (9) by the previous time step’s actual motor
speed, given by

(10)

Fig. 5 illustrates the effect of (9). In the maximum-effort
acceleration example, the motor is asked to produce more than
its maximum torque. At times after 5 s, the maximum torque
capability represented by is used to formulate the
motor/controller input power requirement.

Fig. 6 illustrates the effect of (8). After about 42 s, the
motor is required to exceed its maximum speed to provide the
wheel and axle (via a gear reduction) the maximum speed they
are capable of handling. coincident with
curve for most of the acceleration, is used to formulate the
motor input power requirement.

Fig. 7 illustrates the effect of (6). is the input
power required to power the motor at its maximum-limited
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Fig. 4. ADVISOR’s motor/controller block diagram.

Fig. 5. Required motor torque:�mot;req; required into gear reduction;
�mot;lim;req; subject to motor torque limit.

Fig. 6. Required motor speed:!mot;req; required into gear reduction;
!mot;lim;req; subject to motor speed limit.

torque and speed. is the power that the mo-
tor/controller requires of the power bus, which must in turn be
provided by the batteries and/or the generator. For the example
case of a maximum effort acceleration, Fig. 7 indicates that
between about 9–18 s the motor requires more power than it
is capable of handling, according to its current limit, to meet
the limited torque and speed requirements.

The bottom part of Fig. 4, not enclosed in a dashed box,
is the forward-facing part of the motor/controller model. It
accepts as input the available input power, on the bottom left
of the figure, and produces as outputs the available rotor torque
and speed.

To compute the torque that can be produced by the
motor/controller given the available input power, the mo-
tor/controller efficiency computed during the backward-facing
calculations is used, modeled as in

(11)

Note that the model accounts for the torque required to ac-
celerate the motor’s rotor using the motor shaft’srequiredac-
celeration. For maximum-effort acceleration runs, the required
acceleration is limited by the tire slip, and this acceleration
is usually greater than what is possible given the drivetrain
limits. Therefore, the motor’s inertial effect is overestimated
for maximum-effort acceleration runs. We see below that this
overestimation has negligible effect on ADVISOR’s fidelity.

The motor speed that the “motor/controller” block outputs,
which is termed “available” speed, is the motor’s actual speed
only if there are no torque or power limits active during
the current time step. Fig. 6 indicates that the motor model’s
output available speed is equal to as computed in
(8). This means that the “available” motor speed is the required
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Fig. 7. Required motor/controller input power:Pmot;in;map; computed by
map;Pmot;in;req; subject to controller current limit.

motor speed subject to the motor’s speed limit. If the available
motor torque is less than the required motor torque, however,
there is insufficient torque for the motor to accelerate to its
required speed. This would cause the “available” motor speed
output by the “motor/controller” block to be greater than the
actual speed of the motor.

C. Forward-Facing Calculation Path

The available motor torque is transformed by the efficiencies
of the gearbox and the final drive (which are computed during
the backward-facing calculations) and their gear reductions.
This results in available drivetrain torque and speed input to
the wheel and axle. Wheel slip plays a role in transforming
the available speed only if it is different from the required
speed, as is the case if a drivetrain component’s speed limit
is encountered. This is described in

slip (12)

where slip is recomputed here using the available tractive force
and is the component speed capability-limited vehicle
speed.

Slip plays no role in computing tractive force beyond
limiting the request in the backward-facing calculations. Be-
cause no calculation in the upstream components acts to
increase the tractive force, the limit enforced by the slip model
remains in place through the forward-facing calculations in the
“wheel/axle” block.

After accounting for losses in the axle and dividing by
the tire’s rolling radius, ADVISOR arrives at an available
tractive force. Solving (3) for the speed at the end of the
time step, ADVISOR arrives at an estimate of the actual
vehicle speed. ADVISOR compares this force-based estimate
of vehicle speed with that derived from (12), and chooses
the minimum of the two for the actual vehicle speed ()
plotted in Fig. 3. In this way, the computed vehicle speed never
exceeds that possible given the torque and force available from
the drivetrain or the speed that corresponds to any drivetrain
component speed limits that might be active.

TABLE I
TEST VEHICLE PARAMETERS

III. EVALUATION OF THE MODEL

A. Accuracy

Having illustrated the mathematical background of the pow-
ertrain model, we can now examine the validity and effect
of the crucial assumption in ADVISOR’s simplified forward-
facing approach—that is, that actual component efficiency
is closely approximated by that computed in the backward-
facing calculations. This assumption is active only when
component performance limits are encountered—when they
are not, ADVISOR operates exactly as a strictly backward-
facing model. We evaluate the effects of the crucial assumption
by comparing ADVISOR’s predictions for a performance-
limited case (where the achieved speed falls short of the trace)
to those for the case where the required trace is equal to the
actual vehicle speed. We consider acceleration time and energy
use predictions separately.

1) Simulation Parameters:Range-extender series hybrid
vehicles sized to achieve 0–100-km/h accelerations in 15, 20,
and 25 s were simulated in this test. Their parameters are
listed in Table I.

Two separate tests were run: one to evaluate ADVISOR’s
acceleration time predictions and the other to evaluate ADVI-
SOR’s energy use predictions. For the first test, ADVISOR’s
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Fig. 8. US06 high-speed high-acceleration driving cycle.

TABLE II
0–100-km/h ACCELERATION TIMES (s)

hybrid approach was tested by requiring a 322-km/h step, as
described in Section II above. The acceleration-time bench-
marks were computed by simulating the vehicles’ performance
on speed traces that were iteratively defined so that they
are exactly the fastest the vehicle could accelerate. In these
benchmark cases, the required speed trace and the actual
vehicle speed trace were the same, no component perfor-
mance limits were encountered, and ADVISOR’s hybrid back-
ward/forward approach was simplified—ADVISOR became a
strictly backward-facing model.

For the second test, ADVISOR’s backward/forward ap-
proach was tested by simulating the vehicles’ best-effort
performance on the US06 (see Fig. 8), the most demanding
driving cycle used for vehicle certification in the United States.
Even for the fastest of the three vehicles simulated here, which
is nonetheless a fairly slow vehicle, the US06 is too demanding
to meet the trace. The energy-use benchmarks are computed
by simulating the vehicles on iteratively defined versions of
the US06 so that the required speed again exactly matches the
vehicles’ best-effort performance.

2) Performance Predictions:Table II indicates that ADVI-
SOR slightly underestimates acceleration times relative to
the best estimate from iteration. ADVISOR’s error is greater
for grossly underpowered vehicles than for higher-powered
vehicles. The computed speed traces for the three vehicles are
shown in Fig. 9.

Table III indicates that ADVISOR slightly underestimates
gross electrical energy input to the motor/controller on the
US06 when the simulated vehicle encounters drivetrain per-
formance limits. These limits cause the vehicle to fall from

Fig. 9. Maximum-effort acceleration results for the three series hybrids.

TABLE III
ENERGY USE PREDICTIONS (kWh)

Fig. 10. US06 speed trace deviation, by fastest (top graph), mid-speed
(middle), and slowest (bottom) series hybrids.

the trace, as shown in Fig. 10. The more a vehicle misses the
trace, the more ADVISOR underestimates its energy use. Note
that for both the energy use predictions and the acceleration
time predictions, the small error introduced by the hybrid
method is small enough to be neglected relative to the effect of
uncertainty in input data used to define the simulated vehicle.

The results above were derived using a motor data set that
includes nonzero inertia, as indicated in Table I. By setting this
inertia to zero in the model and rerunning the analyzes that
produced the results in Tables II and III, we can estimate the
effect of motor inertia on the fidelity of the model. Recall that
the iteration method produces correct results (that is, consistent
with a backward-facing model’s predictions) regardless of the
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TABLE IV
RESULTS FOR1936-kg VEHICLE WITH ZERO MOTOR INERTIA

value of the motor inertia because the iteration is performed
to ensure that no performance limits are encountered.

A comparison of Table IV to the 1936-kg vehicle’s results
in Tables II and III indicates that the presence or absence
of motor inertia does not significantly affect ADVISOR’s
agreement with the iteration-derived best estimate.

3) Past Validation and Benchmarking:Exercises such as
that documented above are instructive and helpful in
confirming ADVISOR’s behavior, but not sufficient to instill
confidence that the model is consistent with other models or
real test vehicles. The validation of ADVISOR to ensure its
accuracy has been a high priority since its initial development.
Beginning in 1995, NREL participated with representatives
from industry and other national labs in a model benchmarking
exercise. When all participants used identical inputs, we found
that ADVISOR’s predictions closely matched those of indus-
try. When the PNGV Systems Analysis Toolkit (PNGVSAT)
version 1.7 became available in April 1997, a benchmarking
with that model confirmed similar results from both models
for the cases studied. NREL is currently undergoing a
benchmarking with a beta version PNGVSAT 2.1.

In 1997, researchers at Virginia Polytechnic Institute vali-
dated ADVISOR using data from their award-winning Future-
Car competition series hybrid entry. The researchers developed
data files representing their vehicle and each of its compo-
nents and modified the default control strategy to match their
own. They then simulated the vehicle’s performance on the
vehicle’s actual speed trace, and compared the ADVISOR-
predicted fuel use and battery-energy use with the measured
values. They found agreement within the uncertainty of their
measurements [6].

B. Speed

As mentioned above, backward-facing models tend to be
faster than forward-facing models largely because of the way
they estimate drivetrain component speeds. Backward-facing
models compute the speeds directly from the required vehicle
speed trace, whereas forward-facing models integrate

to compute speeds. This approach requires the use of
higher order integration schemes and smaller time steps.

ADVISOR handles drivetrain speeds much in the same
way that strictly backward-facing models do, and is there-
fore significantly faster than typical forward-facing models.
Table V compares ADVISOR’s execution times to those of a
proprietary Simulink-based forward-facing model. ADVISOR
and the forward-facing model were both used to simulate a
conventional-drivetrain vehicle, and were run on the same 200-
MHz Intel Pentium Pro-equipped personal computer running
Microsoft Windows 95.

TABLE V
EXECUTION TIMES FOR STANDARD ANALYSIS TASKS (SECONDS)

The Federal Urban Driving Schedule (FUDS) is also known
as the first 1372 s of the U.S. EPA’s Federal Test Procedure.
It reaches a maximum speed of 91.2 km/h and has an average
speed of 31.4 km/h. The HFET is the U.S. EPA’s Highway
Fuel Economy Test, which lasts 765 s, reaches a maximum
speed of 96.4 km/h, and has an average speed of 77.6 km/h.

The table indicates that ADVISOR runs these tests 1.7–8
times faster than the forward-facing model. ADVISOR is slow-
est relative to the forward-facing model for the combined test
including the maximum effort acceleration because ADVISOR
takes 0.1-s steps for the acceleration as opposed to the 1-s steps
it takes to follow driving cycles.

C. Flexibility

ADVISOR’s flexibility must be evaluated on two levels.
On one level, ADVISOR may be modified through the GUI.
There are conventional-drivetrain vehicle, electric vehicle,
series HEV, and parallel HEV block diagrams that may be
selected through the GUI. The GUI also allows easy access
to a library of 85 component and control logic files that may
be used interchangeably. On the other hand, the GUI does not
allow the user to develop entirely new drivetrain architectures,
such as one for a parallel hybrid where the electric motor is
on the wheel side of the multispeed transmission rather than
the engine side.

On another level, ADVISOR may be modified at the block
diagram level, by programming in Simulink. The ADVISOR
file set that may be downloaded from the Web includes all
elements of the source code. As such, ADVISOR may be
treated as a toolbox of files and component models that may be
connected in any number of ways. Because ADVISOR relies
heavily on the backward-facing approach for its operation, its
drivetrain model does not represent the drivetrain as directly
and intuitively as a forward-facing model does. This may
tend to complicate the disconnecting and reconnecting of
block diagrams to model new vehicle types. Nonetheless, such
modifications are quite possible. For example, a researcher in
Germany developed a model of a four wheel-drive split par-
allel hybrid with a planetary gear system by developing some
blocks of his own and making some changes to ADVISOR’s
default layout [7].

D. Availability

An important goal in the development of ADVISOR
was to make the entire simulator, including the source
code, available to the public for free through the Web
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Fig. 11. Geographic distribution of ADVISOR downloads as of June 1999.

(www.nrel.gov/transportation/analysis). There are several
reasons that DOE and NREL wanted to share ADVISOR
with the public. The primary reason was to facilitate a sharing
of component and model information amongst the advanced
vehicle simulation community, reducing repeated duplication
of effort. We had seen that many companies and organizations
had a need for a tool such as ADVISOR, and that we would
gain more feedback, validation, and new component models
and data by first providing a common tool for other people
to use without cost.

In the nine months since we first made the tool available,
we have seen an outpouring of interest from people who
obtained ADVISOR and have been using it extensively. In
fact, between September 1998 and July of 1999, nearly 800
people representing over 45 countries have downloaded AD-
VISOR. The list of people who have downloaded ADVISOR
includes representatives from all of the world’s major auto
manufacturers, their major suppliers, universities, and small
companies. Fig. 11 shows the large geographic spread of the
interest in ADVISOR, with each dot representing a person
who has downloaded ADVISOR. The darkly shaded states and
countries indicate that there is at least one person from that
state or country has downloaded the software. Note the high
concentration of people who have downloaded ADVISOR
in the Detroit area, California, the Midwest, the East Coast,
Europe, and Asia.

In addition to simply making ADVISOR available to the
public, we also wanted to provide a place for people to ask
questions about ADVISOR, and exchange ideas, data, and
files, so our Web site has a Forum and a file-exchange area.
We have found that many people are willing to freely share
with NREL the data that they have entered into ADVISOR
so that we may in turn share it with the rest of the current
and future ADVISOR users. NREL is using the enthusiasm of
the ADVISOR user community to improve the model through
continually validating the simulator, expanding the database of
component data and models, improving the functionality and
usability of the simulator, and ultimately feeding this back to
the ADVISOR users.

E. Ease of Use

Because we knew the potential users of ADVISOR 2.1
would have diverse backgrounds, we had to make the model

Fig. 12. ADVISOR 2.1 vehicle input screen.

easy to use so it would be accessible to such a large audience.
Having a powerful and user-friendly GUI was the key to en-
abling ADVISOR to reach out to a broad audience and enable
people to effectively answer vehicle systems analysis questions
of their own. NREL wrote the GUI in the latest MAT-
LAB/Simulink environment, and it enables straightforward
access to many powerful analysis functions. The following
descriptions of the three main GUI pages explain the wide
array of features that are available for configuring a vehicle,
conducting a simulation, and analyzing the results.

1) Vehicle Input Page:The layout of this screen is typical
of all three GUI screens, in that the left-hand side of the
window is the graphical representation of vehicle information
and the right-hand side is where the user takes action. On
the right-hand side of the screen, the user specifies what he
wants to see and do to the vehicle, and controls the next action
for ADVISOR to take. For example, on the vehicle input
screen (see Fig. 12), the picture in the upper left serves as
a graphical indication of which vehicle configuration has been
selected (conventional, series, parallel, fuel cell, or electric
vehicle). The user-selectable graphs in the lower left allow
the user to immediately view the performance information on
the components that have been selected, such as efficiency
contours for the engine and motor, emissions contours, and
performance graphs for the batteries.

On the right-hand portion of the vehicle input screen,
the user controls what type of vehicle is simulated and the
details of all the components that make up the drive system.
Each component has a pull-down menu that allows different
components to be selected from the ADVISOR library. The
two columns of numbers under the “maximum power” and
“peak efficiency” headings initially indicate these values from
the data files, but typing in a new number causes the GUI
to linearly rescale the entire efficiency map to match that
peak efficiency while preserving the map’s original shape. For
example, entering in a 0.45 rather than the existing 0.42 in
the engine peak efficiency would allow the user to examine
the impact of a hypothetical engine that could achieve a 45%
peak efficiency rather than 42%.
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Fig. 13. ADVISOR 2.1 simulation setup screen.

Just above these columns is an “autosize” button that
simplifies the task of iteratively sizing drivetrain components
(engine, motor, and batteries) to meet user defined minimum
performance requirements of acceleration and gradability. For
parallel vehicles, the autosize function also allows the user to
select the degree of hybridization, which is reflected in the
relative sizing of the engine, motor, and batteries.

Finally, the user can modify any scalar parameter that
ADVISOR defines on the MATLAB workspace through the
variable list. Because the total vehicle test mass is a parameter
that is often desirable to override in various “what if” scenar-
ios, it is brought to the top level and can be overridden with a
single mouse click and by entering the new mass. Vehicle input
files can also be saved; they store the names of the component
files selected and all scaling and override settings to allow the
user to recreate results at a future time or share input settings
with a colleague.

2) Simulation Setup Page:The second of the three ADVI-
SOR 2.1 GUI screens is the Simulation Setup screen (Fig. 13).
The primary decision for the user on this screen is whether
to run a single cycle (and which one) or a test procedure,
which can consist of special initial conditions, multiple cycles,
and significant postprocessing (such as the test procedure to
determine combined city/highway fuel economy).

If the single-cycle option is chosen, initial conditions (pri-
marily thermal and battery) can be set, and for hybrids the
type of battery state of charge (SOC) correction routine can
also be selected. The two SOC correction options available
are a zero-delta or a linear correction routine. The zero-delta
routine iterates on the initial SOC until the final SOC is within
some tolerance (0.5%) of it. The linear correction routine starts
the battery at both its extreme high and low SOC, and then
performs a linear interpolation to estimate the fuel economy
at the zero-delta SOC crossing. Additionally, gradability and
acceleration tests can be selected for evaluation.

Finally, because parametric studies are often useful to
explore the design space of a given vehicle, ADVISOR 2.1
allows the option of doing a one-, two-, or three-parameter de-

Fig. 14. ADVISOR 2.1 results screen.

sign sweep of any scalar value on the workspace. This allows
the sensitivity of a vehicle to its various input parameters to be
evaluated, not only on fuel economy, but also on performance.

3) Results Page:The Results Page (Fig. 14) is the last of
the three major ADVISOR screens. This page allows the
user to see the summary results of fuel economy, emissions,
acceleration, gradability on the right-hand side, and plots of
any of the time-dependent variables that the simulation puts
onto the workspace on the left-hand side.

The results screen has separate pop-up windows if test
procedures or parametric studies are selected rather than single
cycles. ADVISOR 2.1 allows full usage of the built-in plotting
features of MATLAB including zoom, layering multiple curves
on the same graph, and applying gridlines. In Fig. 14, which
shows a sample results screen, you can see four representative
plots: vehicle speed, battery SOC, regulated emissions, and
temperatures at various places within the exhaust system.

There are two action buttons that pull up an energy usage
figure and a series of diagnostic plots. The energy usage figure
tracks all the energy through the drivetrain, notes where it is
used, and performs an energy balance to make sure that there
is no unaccounted-for energy. On all screens, there is a HELP
button that takes the user directly to the browser-viewable
documentation for more information.

Feedback from our users indicates that we have been
successful in creating a program that is easy to use and allows
reasonably novice users to produce useful results as part of
their vehicle systems analysis studies.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The mathematical background behind ADVISOR 2.1, which
uses a unique combined backward/forward facing approach,
has been illustrated. The model and overall approach has
been evaluated relative to the NREL team’s objectives, which
include accuracy, speed, flexibility, availability, and ease of
use.

1) Accuracy: For three vehicles ranging in 100-km/h ac-
celeration time from 15 to 25 s, ADVISOR predicts to
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within 0.8% the acceleration time computed by iteration.
Energy use on the US06 is predicted to within 1.9%,
even for extremely underpowered vehicles that push
the assumptions of ADVISOR’s approach. For typical
vehicles simulated, the energy predictions are within
0.02%.

2) Speed: ADVISOR is 2.6–8.0 times faster than a com-
parable Simulink-based forward-facing vehicle perfor-
mance simulator in the tests documented here.

3) Flexibility: The ADVISOR library contains numerous
interchangeable component data files that may be used
in a number of drivetrain configurations. It may be chal-
lenging to develop completely new drivetrain configu-
ration models, but many ADVISOR users have already
done this successfully.

4) Availability: ADVISOR is available on the Web and has
been downloaded by an international group of over 800
users representing over 45 countries.

5) Ease of use: ADVISOR 2.1 includes a powerful GUI
to allow even novice users to quickly analyze vehicle
powertrains.
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